KultureKonnect
marketing design studio

(951) 479 5411
www.kulturekonnect.com

Our clients consider having access to our team as having their own design and marketing
department... without the headaches of in-house staff. By using our services, our clients
save in overall overhead and employee costs, gain control of their brand communications,
produce powerful creative and, best of all, get on-time and personalized service.

Bio Sculpture Gel
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When Kulture Konnect presented their ideas to our team we knew they were the
right partners to help in our overall strategy. We are extremely pleased with the
quality of their work and that they have a good understanding of where we want
to take Bio Sculpture Gel.

Challenge
Brand Bio Sculpture Gel ads so they
encompass the new look and feel of the
revised packaging.

Elsie Visser, Owner

Nails Mag Ad
full size: 8 x 10.875 with bleeds
crop size: 7.875 x 10.75 + .125
bleeds

180+

Color Gels

All-In-One
“Strengthening”
Gel
Choose from a large
selection of over 180 colors
for No Chip manicures,
pedicures & gel extensions.
Bio Sculpture Gel is an Allin-One system that adds
flexible (soft) or less flexible
(hard) strength to natural
nails or when creating
gel sculptures.

Solution
We created a clean visual look for their
ads, that would allow the colors of the
gels to really pop off the page. The use
of colorful imagery helps to gain the
attention of the viewer.

• 5 Star Safety Rated
• Nationwide Training
• Gel Sculptures
• Strengthening Treatment
• Customize Flexibility

Search:
BioSculptureUSA

1.800.770.4493
BioSculptureGel.com

featured on model: 130 Her Highness

Summer Loving

with Over 175 Colors!

Choose from a large selection of
Sheers, Glitters and Bright Whites.
Bio
Sculpture Gel has everything you
need
to create the perfect personalized
manicure for your clients.
Clinically Proven 5-star Safety Rating
Bio Sculpture Gel underwent a rigid
test to assess efficacy and tolerability
of their UV light cured gel. The clinical
research came back with the top
5-star rating proving its safety to
all
consumers.

Safest Nail Preparation in the Industry
with Bio Sculpture Gel you do not
need to rough up the nail bed before
application. There is no need for
primers, bonders or sealers.

The Healthier Alternative strengthens,
conditions, and promotes the growth
of
your natural nails while allowing
weak,
brittle nails to grow. There is no
inhaling
of dust, vapors, or smelly odors.
Gel
can quickly and safely be soaked
off
within ten to fifteen minutes.

NailPro
Search:
full size: 8.125x11
BioSculptu
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Visit our Trade Show Booth!
Nailpro Sacramento 9/30

l.com

The Transition Begins...
New Packaging
Coming Soon!

2012

New
Packaging
Coming
Soon!
Visit our Trade Show Booth!
Premiere Orlando 6/02
IBS LV 6/09
Nailpro Sacramento 10/28

Beauty
and
Strength
A damage-free, strengthening
treatment available in over
180 no chip colors that can
safely be removed.

New Packaging!

5 Star Safety Rated
Nationwide Training

One Gel Does it All

Gel Sculptures

Natural Nails, Extensions & Repairs
A damage-free, strengthening NO
CHIP treatment
available in over 175 colors that can
safely be removed.

Search:
BioSculptureUSA

1.800.770.4493
BioSculptureGel.com

Visit our Trade Show Booth to Win
Free Products!
NailPro Sacramento 9/30 (booth
#401-402)
featured on model: 2027 Perfect
Pink

Visit our Trade Show Booth! Search:
BioSculptureUSA

IBS NY 4/22 • IBS LV 6/09
Premiere Orlando 6/02

1.800.770.4493
BioSculptureGel.com

All-in-One Gel
Customize Flexibility

